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PALACE PARKS PROGRAMME 
ISTANBUL, TURKEY 

Conservators and Architects: 
Regional Offices of The National 
Palaces Trust 

Metin Sözen, Director 

Client: The Turkish Grand National 
Assembly 

Completed: 1984 and ongoing 

In March 1924, the Grand National Assembly of the 
Turkish Republic nationalized all the palaces of the 
Ottoman Sultans. In 1983, a regional directorate of the 
National Palaces Trust (NPT) was created for Istanbul. 
The aim of the NPT was to open these buildings to the 
public after restoring them and re-assembling their 
original furnishings. Each palace was to be provided 
with a social function that would attract visitors and 
allow the structures to be absorbed into the urban 
fabric. Six palace complexes have been opened to the 
public since that date. The work continues. 

Dolmabahçe Palace 

This is the largest and most opulent of the palaces. 
Built in 1856 by Sultan Abdiilmecit, the Dolmabahçe is 
composed of several pavilions and courts including 
the men's apartments or selamlik, the throne room and 
the women's section or haremlik. It contains 285 
chambers and 46 large halls. Little architectural 
restoration work has been undertaken in the main 
palace building; decayed elements have been replaced 
with pre-cast stone (which may not bode well for the 
future), and roofs and walls have been repaired. Most 
of what has been done cannot be categorised as 
restoration - upkeep and a minimum maintenance 
would best describe the work of the NPT. The valu
able archival material, which was discovered in the 
palace and subsequently used for guiding all of the 
restorations, is still kept here. The kitchens and the 
store-rooms were converted into exhibition halls, and 
the gardens and aviary were restored to their original 
splendour. The colours that were used by the Otto
mans to identify the different sections of the gardens 
were re-established: red identifies the administrative 
quarters, yellow is used in the aviary and also for the 
crown prince's garden, and pink characterizes the 

harem gardens. ABOVE: Typical stone-carving details of the Palace Parks 
Programme; OPPOSITE: Map showing the location of the 
National Palaces within the cityscape of Istanbul. 





Beylerbeyi Palace 

This palace was built as a summer residence during 

the reign of Sultan Abdülaziz (1861-1876) on a 20 acre, 

terraced site. It is smaller than Dolmabahçe with only 

24 rooms and six halls, and has been functioning as a 

museum for many years, with the most notable pieces 

being the original furniture designed and built by 

Sultan Abdülhamit II. By referring to archival material, 

including old photographs, the NPT successfully re

created the original state and character of the palace. 

The stables and other pavilions on the grounds were 

converted into museums or exhibition halls. A 100 

metre tunnel that formed part of the imperial route has 

been restored and now serves as the public entry to 

the palace. 

Aynalikavak Pavilion 

This is the earliest among the palaces in the posses

sion of the NPT, dating from the reign of Sultan Ahmet 

III (1703-1730). It is a small, wooden pavilion with five 

interconnecting rooms set in a garden overlooking the 

Golden Horn. It has painted and gilded walls and ceil

ings; crystal chandeliers add to the sense of opulence. 

Maslak Lodges 

The Maslak Pavilions were built as hunting lodges 

during the reign of Sultan Abdülaziz (1861-1876) on 

the edge of a small woodland. Each one is different: 

the Pasalar Dairesi baths are built of stone; the 

Mabeyn-i-Humayun or State Hall is built of brick and 

stone with a glass conservatory; the Çadir is built of 

wood; the main Kasr-i-Humayun or Imperial Lodge is 

a stone and brick structure clad in wood. The pavil

ions were in poor condition and had to be re-con-

structed. Modern construction techniques were used. 

The conservatory was so destroyed that it had to be 

re-assembled and re-stocked with plants; the Imperial 

Lodge was cleaned and its ceiling paintings were 

restored, while the Pasalar Dairesi baths needed 

drastic repairs. The grounds have been designated as 

sports areas and are being developed with running 

tracks and playing fields. 

Tlilamur Pavilions 

Ihlamur consists of two pavilions, the Ceremonial 

House and the Court Pavilion, both of which date 

between 1849-1855. Set in a peaceful, four-acre 

wooded valley, this landscaped park gets its name 

from the lime grove that originally occupied the site; 

lime trees still grow in the gardens. The two pavilions 

were renewed in 1978. The NPT restored the gardens 

and opened them to the public. They also successfully 

transformed the Court Pavilion into a tea-room where 

local people can enjoy the splendours of their royal 

historical past. 
ABOVE: Dolmabahçe Palace interior; OPPOSITE: 
Dolmabahçe Palace seen from the Bosphorus. 
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Yildiz Sale 

The imperial estates of Yildiz cover an entire hillside 

in the north-eastern part of Istanbul. Shortly after the 

accession of Sultan Abdülhamit 11 (1876-1909), Yildiz 

became the fourth and final centre of Ottoman admin

istration. The Yildiz Sale and the royal stables were 

completed between 1889 and 1898. The Sale is main

tained by the NPT as a museum guest house with all 

its Ottoman trappings. The royal stables, on the other 

hand, have undergone drastic changes in order to turn 

them into NPT offices and workshops. Since the NPT 

is a large organization that employs over a thousand 

people, these alterations threaten to overwhelm the 

stables. 

Although the restoration techniques of the NPT are of 

uneven calibre, the extraordinary effort that has been 

put into these palaces preparatory to opening them to 

the public deserves particular acclaim. By taking up 

these abandoned and derelict palaces and gardens and 

turning them into attractive and usable public spaces, 

the NPT has given back to the people of Istanbul their 

historical heritage. It has effectively integrated the past 

into the lively urban present. 

The Jury's citation sums it up: 

Encompassing eight large parks and more than thirty 

individual sites, and employing over one thousand 

individuals, this programme engaged the successful 

co-operation of academics, government agencies and 

skilled workers. It represents the active appropriation 

of an urban heritage by the residents of Istanbul. 

Spaces and buildings which had remained closed and 

derelict for decades are now available for public use 

as places of gathering, entertainment and education. 

The programme moves beyond the repair and partial 

restoration of individual palaces and pavilions to the 

re-building and re-shaping of their dependent build

ings and parks. The specialized workshops and 

training courses of the programme ensure the con

tinuing growth of local expertise in restoration, 

maintenance, and education. In the increasingly 

congested cities of the Islamic world, this is a powerful 

model for the efficient re-use of otherwise underval

ued spaces and resources. 

ABOVE: Dolmabahçe Palace interior; OPPOSITE: 
Dolmabahçe Palace. 





ABOVE: Pavilion interior; BELOW: Site plan of Ayncilikavak 
complex; OPPOSITE: Aynalikavak Pavilion, the oldest of the 
palaces in the possession of the National Palaces Trust. 
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ABOVE: Ihlamur Pavilions, Merasim Koskti; BELOW: 
llolamur Pavilions interior; OPPOSITE: Beylerbeyi (meaning 
"the Bey of Beys") Palace, was designed by Serkis Balyan 
during the reign of Sultan Abdillaziz ( 1861-1876). 





ABOVE: Plan of Yildiz Sale, with the Bilyiik Mabeyii and its 
courtyard enclosure shown at the lower left; OPPOSITE 
ABOVE: A distinctive feature of the Palace Parks Programme 
is the establishment of various workshops, including 
carpentry for restoration: OPPOSITE BELOW: Maslak Lodges 
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The variety of materials used on all the palaces involved in 
the Palace Parks Programme required the skills of many 
different craftsmen. 


